
SONG-TRANSLATION

THB object of this paper is to draw attention to the neglected art of
song-translation.

Translation has, like any other art, a technique and an ideal. The
ideal is to put into an English mouth singable words which do not
falsify the original, and which succeed in making singer and listener
forget that there iB such a thing. The technique is that of a poet, as
opposed to a versifier, with an exceptionally musical ear, and all
technique is thrown away without patience, self-effacement and a con-
science. Translation is a neglected art for two or three reasons. Not
many people realise that it is art, and BO it is usually of inferior quality;
few have any idea of the gift and, failing that, the effort required to
make a good one; singers will not, or do not, use translations good or
bad.

The sense must be singable. In Schubert, whom at the moment we
are chiefly considering, there are a good many songs which no one but
a German can sing with any conviction. In Das Wandern we sympa-
thise with the general busy-ness more than with the philosophical
contemplation of it. The name-cutting and amateur-gardening of
Der Ungeduld we leave rather to children. We cannot quite reproduce
the atmosphere of the master and the 'prentice in Am Feierabend. We
have no word for der J&ger; " hunter " calls up foreign travel, and
the green coat, which the plot of Die schone MiUlerin gives him by
implication, spirits us off to Sherwood and a set of chivalrous or, at
any rate, quite other ideas; " ranger " suggests a liveried denizen of
Windsor forest, or a competitor in a cup-tie; ' ' huntsman ' ' is
specialised and matter-of-fact; " sportsman " is what he is not, even
if the word were otherwise possible; " poacher " is what he probably
is, but for his lack of humour and certain other concomitants which we
sadly miss. Aufenthalt misses its mark because we have no mountains
or forests that make a like impression upon us; only by an effort of
imagination can we get inside Brahms's Waldeinsamkeit and Jensen's
Walde»ge8pTdch. Then the Morgengruss and the various Standchen
(except " Hark, hark, the Lark ") say rather more than we should
say, because we are undemonstrative, but also more than we really
feel; there is a kind of prostration and abandonment in them which
something in us rebels at. In the songB with classical subjects again—
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212 MUSIC AND LETTERS

Heliopolis, Memnon, Der entsuhnte Orest, Philoctet and others, there
is a kind of Baedeker-like accuracy which does not appeal to us; even
Goethe's fascinating Der Musensohn is a little spoilt, in one man's
opinion, by the rather pompous apostrophe at the end. The remedy
is either to choose other songB, and there are plenty, which are of more
universal appeal, or to rewrite the situation of the song, leaving out
what is merely local. If it is objected that we have no right to alter
Goethe, or even less eminent poets, it may be replied that to give the
local colour without explanation to those who have no standard of
measurement falsifies the spirit in order to remain faithful to the
letter, and that it will be time enough for people to know what the poet
actually said, when they can read enough German literature to know
what he meant by it. It is to be remembered that we are translating
not Goethe, but Goethe (or anyone else) as set by Schubert and sung
by an Englishman, and we cannot afford to make either of the latter
ridiculous.

Goethe and Schiller, and still more Heine, as set by Schubert, are a
very pretty problem; the Bernards and Baumbergs, and the whole list
of Schubert's songwriters, down to Herr Uz, do not so much matter.
Take Goethe's Erlking. The unevenness of the lines—iambs and
anapaests all mixed together—are the very voice of the father's anxiety,
the epitting consonants (mich reizt deine schdne Gestalt) and soothing
vowels (DM liebes Kind, kumm' geh' mit mir) the very echo of this battle
with an unseen foe. But Sir Walter Scott, to take no lesser name, has
heard there nothing but a galloping horse, and translates both alike by
the cantering

0 come and go with me, thou loveliest child ;

and the colourless

Oh, come and go with me, no longer delay.

This was only one poet translating another, unhampered by any
thought of Schubert, who had just been busy getting born. But the
musician-poet-translator has to listen to Schubert as well. For
Du liebes Kind he must find eight syllables that will spread out over
four bars of long notes, with singing vowels and consonants that blur
no dreams, and, for mich reizt, thin vowels pointed by spiteful conso-
nants that will at the same time allow of ten syllables being crowded into
two bars. Non cuivis contingit—we can't all of us alwayB be " on
our day." We may get the dream, but not the spitefulness, or the
spitefulness, but not the boy's agony of terror. And there is no remedy
for this. On the other hand the translator has his special opportunities.
The composer cannot alter his poet's words, and is obliged at times to
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SONG-TRANSLATION 213

run counter to their lilt in maintaining the natural rise and fall of his
melody. Schubert, as we all know, is the one song writer who was
never seriously troubled by this exigency, since his power of varying
a melody and yet not obscuring its individuality was almost infinite.
Yet even with him there are hah' a dozen places in a song where a
translator can come to his support. The music to Es ist der Voter mit
8einem Kind lays stress on seinem, a quite unimportant word; the
translator must keep the stress, but he need not put " his " there.
Or again, in das iichzende Kind, Schubert gives the highest note of the
whole Bong to the light, unvocnl syllable en; and though height is not
the same thing as accent, yet in the circumstances it is difficult to sing
without an accent, and the translator has his opportunity to find a
resonant vowel for that place.

But this attention to word and line, to pitch and accent, vital as it is,
is a small part of the translator's problem. The sweep of the song, its
varying moods, its general character are both more difficult and more
important to reproduce faithfully. Take the two songs which Goethe
called Wanderers Nachtlied. Der du von dem Himmel bist is of
liturgical plainness, until the last line, which is translucent and
ethereal; the other Vber alien Qipfeln, tells in a whisper of the mani-
foldness of Nature, and the internal ecstasy of the beholder is rather
:i part of than a disturbance of the scene. Schubert found these things,
of course, in Goethe, but he has put them into his music in the staid
quavers in the first song leading up to the soaring semiquavers of the
last line, and the picturesquely broken phrases of the second song
out of which a climax indeed emerges, but is hardly noticed. We, who
translate, must find these things in Schubert, not in Goethe. And one
way to do it is to write out the plain sense, in plain prose, as an English-
man would feel it, of the German, and then to put the German away
and sing over the tune till our written words begin to shape themselves
in it.

Schubert lives wholeheartedly in all the months of the year, but his
favourite is April.. His Lachen und Wvinen \B typical. There he
alternates mode, in Der Muscnsohn key; elsewhere he contrasts rhythm
or harmony, or the stresses of hiB phrase, or the texture and motion of
the accompanying figure. It would be too much to say that words can
follow all this—in fact, this diversity is just what music can and words
cannot make. But not to hear it, and to write words as if it was not
there is, sooner or later, to write insensitively. Words can sometimes
do no more than not strike a jarring note; but that is a great deal. And
to know what jars, or does not jar, we must consult the muBic, which
has absorbed and epitomised the mood, and which, with the great song-
writers, cannot lie.
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214 MUSIC AND LETTERS

The ideal before the translator is, then, to put into the singer's
mouth words which satisfy him both as a singer and as a man, and
which do not falsify the poem nor make nonsense of the composition;
if there is reason to hope that the audience will bo able to hear the
words, it will be necessary to satisfy them too. It is not necessary that
it should look well on a programme; songs are meant to be enjoyed in
the room, not criticised in the train on the way back. It is all very
well, however, to put forward these high visions for contemplation, but
we know that in practice the thing appears very differently. Few of
us remember ever to have heard a good translation of a song. If we
call translation an art, then, we must admit that it is an art which
very few master. The others, when they address themselves to
Schubert's songs, for instance, to judge from such extant versions as one
has seen, live from line to line, not from stanza to stanza or period to
period.

Rather than dissect any existing translation let us make one our-
selves. We will " do," as the boys say, the " praise of Italy," from
the second Georgic—

Sed neque Medorum silvae ditissima terra,
Nee pulcher Ganges atque auro turbidus Hermus
Laudibus Italiee cfrtent, non Baclxa neque Indi
Totaque turiferis Panchaia pinguis harenis.

We should write, perhaps, for our rough copy—

But not the Median wilds, of wealth untold,
Nor Ganges fair, nor turbid Hermus' gold
May vie with Italy, nor Balkh immense,
Nor India, nor Arabia's frankincense.

That is worthy almost of the author of

Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring
Of woes unnumber'd, heavenly goddess, sing!

and of Flaxman's illustration, where the muse is obviously "sweeping"
her kithara and blind Homer is painfully picking out the harmonics
on his. But see what we have done! We say " wilds " (which is no
translation) because ' ' forests " is a syllable too many, and ' ' woods ''
is weak and " wolds " stilted. We glibly invert—Ganges fair—and
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SONG-TRANSLATION 215

don't notice it, till a friend looks over our shoulder and says :—" Yes,
I was there once—two million Hindus at the confluence with the
Jumna; curious that the fair should have been known to the Romans!"
We have put " Italy " in the wrong place for emphasis; it is not clear
that Bactria, India and the rest are not praised quite as much. And
why is Balkh " immense "? Obviously, to rhyme with frankincense,
but also because, subconsciously, " Balkh " suggests " balk." But
the graver fault is that we have made a dull catalogue, and have felt
none of the eloquence that Yirgil can't repress as he walks us round
his herb-garden. Let's try again. If we write :—

Leave to the Medes their forest wealth untold,
To Ganges beauty and to Hermus gold;
Saba and Balkh and Ind may boast a name,
But none may vie with Italy's fair fame,

we have corrected some of these mistakes, though we have left out
the frankincense (not perhaps very essential—it was rather guide-
book). We might get a little more feeling into it with—

In Saba, Balkh and Ind who will may roam,
But he'll come back to Italy and home.

And so on. No one can make the ideal translation except in a context,
i.e., with a purpose—and not always then.

The amateur translator has two nightmares—that he will not be able
to find poetical words and that he will be left stranded for a rhyme,
especially (in German) a double rhyme. It has not, as a rule, occurred
to him that almost any word can be used in poetry if you know how to
use it, and that double rhymes come (like happiness) most readily when
they are not being looked for. No one callB " and," " but," " for " or
" a," his," " the " poetical words, bat a good deal depends on the
adroit use of them, whereas " love " and " honour " slip easily into
their place when called. And as for double rhymes, they are seldom
much use, except when they come uncalled. How glad Mr. Housman
most have been when in

'Twould blow like this through holt and hanger
When Uricon the city stood :

"Tis the old wind in the old anger,
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a virgin rhyme suddenly stood before him, interesting in its imperfec-
tion and convincing in its perfection.* But if rhyme does not present
itself, there is a good deal to bo said for doing without it; assonance is
sometimes available, and alliteration may lend its artful aid. But sham
rhymes are anathema. " Gleameth—dreameth " and " saying—
playing " are refuges for the destitute.

All this is technique, a learned name for practice. Practice takes
first the form of '' tips " ; we know by rote that there is no manageable
rhyme to " babe " (out of Jabberwocky), as we knew there was only one
place in a hexameter where redivivum would go. But gradually rote
and routine become instinct. Words become servants instead of
masters; and the question of what you may say is merged in the much
more important question of what you must say. The aim of technique
is to teach people what they can leave out. First go the adjectives.
They are ousted from the end of the line, where they sound terribly
thin, and with more difficulty from the middle; when they come back
again, it is as " chosen " epithets, or in order to do work, to hold the
place of a noun, or what not. Froude and Shakespeare have about
one purely picturesque epithet to a page. The conversational phrases
and the journalese follow. They die harder. They are more insidious
enemies, because we talk and read the papers a great deal. Then the
purple patch; we are under the hallucination that music and poetry are
beautiful by dint of ornament, whereas they are beautiful, like locomo-
tives and mothers nursing babies, because they are doing work. Last
of all the line or phrase that is in itself good, but is out of the picture.
It has cost trouble, but it must go. It is a fearful wrench, but if it stayfi
it will spoil all the rest. Our comfort is that Goethe and Schubert went
through it all before us, though they knew it all in their cradles—as
Heine said the Romans, luckily, knew the accusative of amtitsit, or
they would never have had time to conquer the world.

All this sounds rather like an article, which I did not read, in some
educative journal many years ago, under the title " How I taught a
youngster to write verse." People who teach verse often cannot write
it, any more than people who teach singing can, necessarily, sing. Both
are apt to be " failed B.A.'s." It is a common accusation against
critics that they cannot compose; but all that is being urged for the
moment is that writers should be critics of their own compositions. If

'Others may think differently, but the present writer feels Shelley's verse
gtngnnte under his "ocean—devotion" rhymes. His " rock thee—mock thee "
is better, because we have a genius for monosyllables; but it is only with his
" later—scatter " that his verse takes to itself wings. One wonders how the
French con ever take pleasure in their identical vote.—entoie or the Germans
in their facile leben—gcben.
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SONG-TRANSLATION 217

Goethe had condensed and proportioned the second part of Faust as
he did the first, or Schubert had pruned, not his quartet in D minor, but
his pianoforte Fantasia in C major, the imputation of " omniscience "
in the one case and the double edge of " himmlische Ldnge " in the
other would have had less force.

We have discussed some of the translator's difficulties and come now
to the musical translator. Here is his problem in a nutshell. He has
before him, for instance, the neatherd's call when King Mark comes in
the third act of Tristan:—

Kur-wen-al! Hflr, Bin iweit - es Schiff!

Why can he not say " Kurwenal! Hear! A second ship!"? (1)
•' Hear!" suggests something solemn, like " Hear ye, Israel! " and
the boy is only excited. " Hark!" won't do, because it still suggests
that there is a sound to listen to; and if it were understood in the sense
of " Hark you " it would be too familiar. " See! " won't do, because
he is turning (on the stage) to Kurwenal and away from the ship,
besides, he knows Kurwenal is too busy to look; though " look " might,
because we use it without meaning that anyone is actually to see any-
thing. " O h ! " " H o ! " " H i ! " "Quick!" are all'counsels of
despair. What he wante to convey is Bimply " A ship!" ; but " ship "
has a rather thin vowel for the emphasis he wants; so let him say " A
sail!" and he can sing the first word on any note he likes, a B flat or
a G, since it will not in any case be heard, though the purist will not,
I am afraid, agree with this high-handed proceeding. (2) There are
several objections to " second." It is quite impracticable to prolong
the first syllable; the first vowel is too thin for the emphasis; the " nd,"
even if it were made to precede a vowel, would be too clumsy for the
quaver, and, preceding " s," would be impossible. We might have
said perhaps " Look! A sail! A sail!" if the melody had not that
drop at the end; but it is clear that in English we should pitch the
second " sail " higher than the first. Or " Look! A sail, again " ;
only that suggests not a new ship, but perhaps the old one turning back
or going somewhere else. So let us write " Kurwenal! A sail! Another
one!" (although we are conscious that the second syllable of
" another " is not an ideal one to prolong) until we can find something
better. We have, at any rate, found something that the boy really
wants to say and put it into words which he might very well use; or
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218 MUSIC AND LETTERS

if the purist liked to write " Look! Another one!" and if the boy
pointed his arm, like the old mariner in the picture, telling stories of
the West Indies to the young Ralegh, it would be intelligible enough.

All this self-criticism your translator will apply in a tenth of the time
that it takes to write it down, but it will take possibly ten times as long,
or more, to find the thing that will do. And what inducement has he
to take this trouble? None whatever, except his own pleasure in good
work. Such determination to be content with nothing short of the
best is rare : many rough copies have to be torn up in the process. He
looks for payment; but money can only reward quantity, not quality,
of result, and his rough copies would not impress a publisher. So he
must be content with unpaid, unthanked, untainted virtue and the
world's scorn of a dreamer. It is a very pleasant dream, and why
should he want to eat his cake and have it too? We pay for goods we
order, and poetry cannot be written to order; hence most of the
translations in printed collections of songs are unsingable.

The translator, then, nee"ds a conscience. He also needs patience.
He needs not only self-criticism, but the criticism of others; and this is
not as a rule expressed, in neat sentences with a nominative case, verb
and predicate all complete, but is indicated by a shrug of the shoulders,
a vague question, or a vaguer " it won't do," without any hint of what,
exactly, won't do. The translator then knows he has to scrap his
chosen rhyme or phrase or scheme ami practically re-write, for
" patching " hardly ever produces good results. The best thing is to
put it away for a time; May can often find the mood that January
refused-

But the chief obstacle in the way of good translation is the
indifference of the singer. His case, to put it as he feels it, is some-
thing like this.—" The muBic itself is German, and it will not sound
natural with any other words. I want to sing a certain number of
foreign songs, in any case, to give variety to my programme. A foreign
language has the additional merit of a certain obscurity which veils
difficulties of enunciation and throws a glamour over rather trivial
phrases. No translation I have ever seen was worth the paper it was
written on. Suppose there were a good translation—better, even, than
the original, as it often might well be in Schubert's case—I should
still feel awkward singing words that the composer had never heard.
I have learnt the song with the original words which I should now
have to unlearn."

Some of these statements may be dismissed as confessions of
weakness—difficulties of enunciation can be got over, the singer
need not allow any phrase-to sound trivial, and a programme need not
be dull enough to require the variety of a foreign language. That the
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music itself is German is a valid objection as far as it goes. In that
case, and it is not equally felt in all songs, we must omit that
particular song. " Hark! hark! the lark," is not one of his best songs.
" Who is Silvia?" undoubtedly is, but opinions differ as to whether
it represents Shakespeare to an Englishman.* But it would not be
difficult to pick a dozen of his best where there is nothing in the music
that an Englishman could not take to his heart. The question of the
sacrilege involved in substituting other words than those which
Schubert actually set is best met by looking critically at those he did
set: it would be difficult to assert that an English poet, if he addressed
himself to the musical problem, could not make a better fist of it. The
last point, that the singer would have to unlearn his song and learn
it afresh, must be respected, whenever that is really the case; but it
used to be the case more often than it is. It should be remembered
that operatic singers are ready to sing their parts in two, or more,
languages.

But now look at another side of the question. A song is the most
personal thing in music. Originally both words and music were the
singer's own; and picturesque forms of copyright were in use to secure
him in possession. To steal them was, in the Andaman Islands,
punishable with death; among the Sioux a son, but no one else, could
buy them of his father with a gift of much tobacco; for the Ojibbeways
they " shot spirit " into a sick man, or into one who was to be
initiated into religious mysteries, and as such were the inalienable
Btock-in-trade of the doctor and priest. We have changed that. In
onr concert seasons a new discovery frequently goes the round of the
singing masters and their pupils. In spite of that, we still feel that
the best singers make the song " their own," and that it comes to
us as a direct emanation from their spirit, as a purely personal thing.

Now personality can only be convincing in matters we thoroughly
understand. Our mother tongue is one of them. In exceptional cases
—for a man who has a " spiritual home " somewhere across the
Channel or the North Sea—a foreign language may be so; German,
let us say, is then part of his personality and, if he desires to express
that part of it, he has the right to sing Goethe and Heine in the
original. But if he has not had such advantages, his singing of them
is a pose, and he has no right to inflict the language he does not know
on those who know it well, nor the language he thinks he knows on
those who do not know it at all—and there are sure to be a good many
such in most audiences. The audience's possible ignorance of a

* It is a piece of luck for us that these two go better to the English words
than to the Clermsn of Reil and Bauernfeld, which he was presumably setting,
whereas his settings of Scott are very difficult to accommodate.
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language is not a fatal bar to their enjoyment; for it is quite possible
to listen with pleasure to the Czecho-Slovaks, or an Arab encampment
for that matter, without understanding a word. But that is not the
whole pleasure of a Bong; the personality is there, no doubt, but it
reaches us through a veil. It is not, however, the audience's point of
view we are considering, but the mental effect of a foreign language on
the singer. Unless he can think and dream in German there is, if
ever so slight, a lack of conviction in his Erlkonig or his Doppelgdngcr
in the original. The singers who do not know foreign languages up
to this standard are, and will always be, the majority. It might be
argued that they have, then, no business with foreign songs at all,
and that Be>anger was right—

Redoutons l'Angiomanie;
Elle a d6ja gate tout.
N'allons point en Germanie
Chercher les regies du gout.
N'empruntons a nos voisins
Que leura femmes et lours vins.

Mes amis, mes amis,
Soyons de notre pays;
Oui, soyons de notre pays.

—and that we ought to confine ourselves to Campion, Henry Lawes,
Storace, and our own folk-songs. Well, there would be a good deal
to be said for singing Parry's and Stanford's storehouses of good song
instead of only praising them. But music travels faster and farther
than words. Mr. C. S. Myers found the natives in the Murray
Islands singing Malay tunes when it was practically certain there
had been no speech-communication between the two. A native of
Negapatam Bang me once to Tamil words an Indianised version of a
Breton folk-melody which he had doubtless picked up in the harbour
from some French sailor. Much more, then, is music in Europe, with
its printed notation and organised concert-tours, a lingua franca. We
can no more afford to dispense with the songs of other nations than
with their wines and oranges; and as we have to fortify the wine and
make marmalade of the oranges, so we have to translate the songs.

The singer who says there are no good translations says, of course,
that translators have in the past always " made marmalade " of the
songs. We may grant him his retort and yet feel that the want of
success has an explanation. For translators have concentrated upon
the wrong things—on rhyme, chiefly, and the idea that their work
should look symmetrical in print. Rhyme is certainly an addition.
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It gives a composer a point d'appui; but the translator is not legislating
for the composer. It gives the singer the feeling that a line which is
otherwise nonsense has, perhaps, some reason for existing. It gives
the audience a lead to a successful guess at one word more of those
which the singer is failing to pronounce. And it gives the translator
the feeling that he is writing poetry when he perhaps is not. But
since we fervently sing the Psalms, which are unrhymed, and
whose form depended often on acrostics which the English does not
preserve, and make choral symphonies of Walt Whitman, and since
somebody has offered President Wilson's speech on the Constitution
as a song for serious consideration (and that it did not receive any may
not have been the fault of the words), it cannot be claimed that rhyme
is a vital necessity for song, still less for translated song.

A song as it is actually sung looks a poor thing on paper, just as a
galloping horse puts his legs into rather ridiculous positions, and a
speech in Parliament, if printed as it would appear in a phonographic
record, would be rather a sorry sight. But the translator's business
is not for the eye. He has above all things to hear the song as sung,
and at all times to come to the singer's support; just as a certain
intelligent white horse belonging to Mr. Garth, that grand old sports-
man, used, when his master was in the eighties, to edge a little to the
off or the near side as he felt him getting a little tired to east or west.
Horses, no doubt, have a certain position to keep up in " their world,"
and that horse must have felt a fool lurching along a road like an
inebriate; but he effaced himself for somebody who was more
important. And that is what translators have to do.

In this old country, with its exact scholarship, we shall properly
insist on the words being truthfully rendered. But there are various
kinds of truth; and, of them, truth to the spirit is highest. Mr.
Alexander Gray is abundantly right in translating Heine's

Und holt mir auch zwolf Biesen,
Die miissen noch starker sein,

Als wie der heil'ge ChriBtoph
Im Dom zu Koln am Bhein.

by

And bring me twal' great giants,
A' men o' muckle worth—

As strang as William Wallace
Tfiat looks across the Forth.

Vol. II. D
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Bnt it does not occur to some people (and others would not agree)
that a similar truth to the spirit iB required with the music. When
Schubert writes

In sei-nen Ar • men das Kind war tot

the essential thing is to get the emphatic words where Armen, Kind,
and tot are; and it is quite unimportant whether the intervening notes
are similarly detached or even are all there. Consequently, " The
boy he held in his arms was dead," which preserves the note values
intact, but puts " held " in the important place instead of " boy,"
may not be so good as

^FT
In hie arms . . the boy waa dead.

which leaves out one note, slurs two others which had been detached,
and, for the reader (but not for the singer) truncates the metre.

Translators have sometimes also aimed and arrived at getting the
vowels and consonants to correspond very nearly with the original. But
why? Those who know the original to that extent would never be
content with any translation, and those who do not would not in the
least appreciate its merits. , No doubt Rflckert meant his first line,
with its smooth vowel sounds,

Du bist die Euli, der Friede mild,

to set the mood of his poem; and a translation may with advantage
follow him, but not at the expense of other much more important
things. Mr. Corder was the high priest of this vowel and consonant
worship, and, to do him justice, he wrote at a time when the stage
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which the Wagner cult had reached demanded that sort of thing. But
now, in cold blood, why are Brangane's first words in Tristan,

Blaue Streifen stiegen im Westen auf,

better represented by " Blue stripes," which preserves the sound, than
by " Blue streakB," which might, with the proper context, give the
right sense?

Song-translation involves eventually a bigger iBsue. Opera will
never seriously take root in this country until we sing it in English
that really is English. Libretto-translation has, of course, a technique
of its own, and demands a considerable acquaintance with the actor's
art, and a clear knowledge of how much suitable gesture will allow
the poet to omit. Its greatest successes would probably be attained in
adaptation and paraphrase, rather on the eighteenth century pattern.
Its greatest difficulties are at such moments as the one in Tristan we
have mentioned, or that when Brunnhilde awakens in Siegfried; and
for these the much closer technique of song-translation will be an
excellent preparative. If a school of song-translators were to arise,
truly co-operative and mutually critical, they would go some way
towards solving this larger problem. But they must take their art
seriously. And if singers would weigh the argument about personality
and would make use of good translations where they can find them or
as they come into existence, and audiences would make up their minds
about songs in foreign languages, the question of providing acceptable
translations would become much easier.

This paper is of unconscionable length, and yet it has not—luckily,
perhaps—said all there is to be said. But there is one thing to add to
it. Translators will always be criticised for the omission of those
things they were not trying to include; they are not always given credit
for what they succeeded in including. What is the order of importance,
then, of the points they should aim at? In my opinion, this—

(1) The translation must be poetry or, if" that is out of reach, at
least fluent and interesting verse which manages to disguise the fact
that it is not an original poem.

(2) It may alter the lengths of the composer's notes provided it does
not destroy his phrase; but, apart from this, it must never put the
singer in any difficulty about his accented note nor propound to him
difficult vocal problems.

(8) If it pretends to translate, it must translate; but an adaptation
is sometimes more to the point, or is even imperative, and then the
translator should be given complete discretion and be judged by his
result.
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224 MUSIC AND LETTERS

(4) He mast rhyme if the form of the stanza makes rhyme expected;
bat this is the case less often than might be supposed. If the sense is
good, it is wonderful how the sound will take care of itself, when sung.

(5) Vowels and consonants which are appropriate in some way to the
sense are, and those which preserve the sounds of the original may bo,
an advantage to the music of the verse; but this advantage is a luxury
to be sought for only when the other conditions have been fulfilled.

(6) It is quite unimportant that the translation should, as regards
its form, read well on paper, though even that may have its reward in
attracting a singer's eye.

A. H. Fox STRANOWAYS.
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